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Hello from Kaya.
Founded with rich manufacturing
experience and a great
passion for soft ﬂoor textiles,
Kaya Carpets produces high
quality, lasting broadloom that
elevates spaces of all sizes.
Based in Cartersville, Georgia with a
primary manufacturing facility in India,
we offer a range of ﬁne broadloom
and unique, hand-loomed ﬂoor-covering
products to the market that reﬂect
a sensitivity to color and a culture of
curiosity. With a team that combines
seasoned industry veterans and fresh
talent, Kaya Carpets brings decades of
experience and knowledge of weaving
techniques, coupled with the preservation
of old looms, creating an environment
that encourages new expressions in
product design. Whatever your needs,
our team is ready to assist you.

Paul Lieske
Founder & President
Linwood in Sand

info@kayacarpets.com | (866) 460-1658
@kayacarpets #thekayadifference
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Kaya Carpets strives to
be a strong collaborator
to our clients and to the
design community and to
provide the highest level
of personal service. Our
team is committed to
be good stewards of the
environment and to caring
for craftsmanship and the
communities who work
together to bring our woven
constructions to your home.
#thekayadifference

Alder in Azure Seas
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Alder
Alder offers a luscious
handwoven texture created
by its dense cut and loop
construction. This durable
nylon carpet has a palette
of nine sophisticated colors
with seven fresh neutral hues
and two rich jewel tones
of eggplant and teal.

wide width

handwoven

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 9 COLORS:
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Alder in Oyster
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Alta
Alta has a medium/large
stepped design with a
Moroccan feel yet a usable,
subtle color range. This Wilton
carpet features a raised cut
pile outline over a loop pile
ribbed texture created with
thin tonal stripes. The addition
of a clear blue enhances
Alta’s essentially neutral color
palette.

wilton

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:

LIN

Alta in Grey
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Rowan in Pebble
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Arlen
Arlen offers a happy mediumscale grid created by loop dots
against a darker striped loop
ﬁeld. In some colorways, the
dotted plaid looks like stars
in a dark sky or a pattern of
lights on a wet street. Arlen
has an evocative color palette
of neutrals and shades of blue.

wilton

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:
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Arlen in Fawn
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Brookﬁeld
Brookﬁeld offers a pretty,
small scale pinpoint texture in
a birds-eye design. This woven
Wilton’s lovely all loop carpet
has the feel of an upholstery
textile. Color combinations mix
ivory with a light warm taupe,
medium grey, charcoal and
navy. All rug samples shown
are serged in coordinating/
matching yarn.

wilton

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS:

CHA

Brookﬁeld in Navy
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Cascade
Cascade is a soft, rich-looking
cut pile with elegant tip
deﬁnition and a clean surface
texture. This handwoven style
has a reﬁned palette in a
range of both warm and cool
neutrals.

wide width

handwoven

AVAILABLE IN 6 COLORS:
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Cascade in Light Blue
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Area rugs can be made from any of our broadloom
carpets, expanding your options underfoot.

#thekayadifference

Firth in Light Sage
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Cortina
Cortina is a subtle medium
scale design of interlocking
woven rectangular shapes.
With its useable color range of
tinted greys, taupe and a midrange blue combination, this
woven Wilton will work in a
wide range of interior styles.

flatweave

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:
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Cortina in Light Beige
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Firth
Firth is a handwoven carpet
of densely constructed
wool and nylon that mixes
a subtle stria with luster
contrast. With its reﬁned,
appealing texture, Firth oﬀers
a sophisticated color palette
of four pale tinted neutrals
and a useable mid-grey.

wide width

handwoven

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:
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Firth in Pickle
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Hawthorn
Hawthorn is handwoven of
100% wool in a needlepoint
loop texture with a lovely
soft checkerboard look.
Its color range is subtle,
mixing a tiny ivory check
that is set against beige,
taupe and shades of grey.

wide width

handwoven

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:
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Hawthorn in Mint
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Hudson
Hudson has a large, crisp
trellis design that offers
contrast in texture as well as
color. Its Wilton construction
sets a cut pile diagonal outline
against a striated ribbed loop
background. Hudson’s color
palette offers a clear blue and
white combination in addition
to subtle white and light
neutral mixtures.

wilton

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:

GRE

Hudson in Grey
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Alder in Fog
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Linwood
Linwood is a great bulky
loop that combines naturally
renewable ﬁbers of wool and
seagrass into a contemporary
texture. This handwoven
product has the look of an
exaggerated textile surface,
and is enhanced by its natural,
easy to use color range.

wide width

handwoven

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS:
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Linwood in Anchor
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Litchﬁeld
Litchﬁeld is a woven Wilton
carpet featuring a clean
pattern of diamonds tucked
into a trellis outline. Its crisp
design is enhanced by a clear
palette of greys, blue, taupe
and acorn.

flatweave

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:
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Litchﬁeld in Taupe
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Naya
Naya is a Wilton woven of
100% New Zealand wool with
a raised interlocking pattern
set against a soft striated
loop pile ﬁeld. This clean
geometric design has ﬁve
colorways; each combines an
ivory outline against a ﬁeld of
fawn, granite, grey, steel blue
or navy tones.

wilton

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 5 COLORS:
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Naya in Granite
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Rowan in Corn Husk
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Rowan
Rowan is a large-scale basket
weave design in soft tones that
creates a contemporary feel.
This 100% wool woven Wilton
is offered in four low contrast,
nature-inspired colorations
that will create a pleasing
background for a variety of
interior spaces.

hand-loomed

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS:

AD

Rowan in Pear
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Solera
Solera is a woven wool Wilton
with an interlocking diagonal
key design. Solera color palette
is perfectly balanced combining
white and a contrasting
color with a sophisticated
and graphic look. Color
combinations pair white with
taupe, grey, navy and charcoal.

wilton

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS:
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Alder in Pewter

Natural beauty is our legacy.
#thekayadifference

Linwood in Sand
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Stoney Point
Stoney Point is a woven
Wilton carpet with a texture
reminiscent of the California
coast. It’s pattern of random,
variegated pebbles is created
by the tonal contrast of
organic cut pile shapes within
a sea of lustrous loop pile. This
100% nylon product is offered
in a range nature-inspired
tones.

wilton

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS:

Y
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Stoney Point in Supreme Steel
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Summit
Summit is a tufted texture
that mixes yarns of contrasting
luster in a thick yet reﬁned
loop construction. With a
palette of four fresh neutrals,
Summit will add sparkle and
style to any interior.

tufted

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 4 COLORS:
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Summit in Fossil
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Wilder
With the appealing look of an
exaggerated Chanel tweed
fabric, Wilder is a ﬂatweave
handwoven on 100% New
Zealand wool. It’s sturdy yet
stylish loop construction is
offered in a broad color range,
including the rust/coral Terra
Cotta, a rich tonal blue, and
both warm and cool neutral
combinations.

wide width

flatweave

rug-friendly

AVAILABLE IN 6 COLORS:

OAT

Wilder in Terra Cotta
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Kaya Carpets is committed
to discovering the most
effective and least wasteful
methods of manufacturing.
The intention to minimize
environmental impact is at
the forefront of every step in
the manufacturing process.
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Let’s stay connected.
kayacarpets.com
CUSTOMER SERVICE

info@kayacarpets.com
(866) 460-1658

Visit our website to sign up for our newsletters with product
inspiration and Kaya Carpet updates, and follow us on
Instagram @kayacarpets

